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Courtesans, Celebrity, and Print Culture 

in Renaissance Venice: 


Tullia d' Aragona, Gaspara Stampa, 

and Veronica Franco 


Diana Robin 

SIXTEENTH-CENTURY ITALY SAW A BOOM IN THE MANUFACTURE OF 

prtnted books. The florescence of the pUblishing industry, whose 
capital was Venice, can partly be attrtbuted not only to the techno
logical advances in prtnting made in this century and the increases 
in production and sales thereby possible but also to the new prac
tice of publishing books in the vernacular rather than in Latin. 
There were nearly five hundred registered printers, editors, and 
booksellers in the city of Venice durtng this first century of com
mercial printing; and between seventeen and eighteen million 
books, it is estimated, were produced by Venetian prtnters alone. J 

Such publishers as Pietrasanta, Valvassort, Sessa, and the leviathan 
among the new Venetian presses, Giolito, regularly produced 
between five hundred and one thousand copies of each new title. A 
number of these publishers' first-time authors were women, some 
of them courtesans-or such was the word on the Rialto. This 
paper explores the literary self-presentations of three sixteenth
century Italian wrtters typecast as courtesans (cortigiane) , in the 
context of the intersecting institutions of prostitution, the salon 
(ridotto), and the publishing industry in Renaissance Venice. 

Modern histortans have been careful to distinguish between the 
high-end, so-called courtesans and women soliciting on the streets. 
"Institutionalized prostitution," Margaret King has wrttten, "flour
ished in the lush cities of Italy. A population of nearly 12,000 prosti
tutes made up a robust fraction of the 100,000 residents of Venice 
in 1500.2 In the slums off the Rialto bridge lived the common 
whores. In splendid apartments lived the 'honored courtesans,' ele
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36 DIANA ROBIN 

gantly dressed, skilled poets and musicians, who entertained gal
lant travelers and Venetian patricians."3 A pamphlet printed in 
1570, Catalogo di tutte le principali e piu honorate cortigiane di 
Venezia (Catalog of All the Principal and Most Honored Courte
sans), 4 advertised the names, prices, and street addresses of Ven
ice's most notorious courtesans as if they were tourist attractions. 
In his 1988 book, historian of medieval prostitution Jacques Rossi
aud embellished the myth of the glamorous Renaissance courtesan 
in a way that the sobering testimony of a Sixteenth-century woman 
like Veronica Franco renders absurd: 

The courtesan was richly attired and lived in a respectable street; ... 
she received her admirers and paid "visits" to important personages. 
Accompanied by her serving women or, on occasion, followed by a 
matronly lady's maid on her way to a sermon or a respectable inn, noth
ing in her bearing set her apart from a woman of estate. She was 
untouched by the violence of the young because she enjoyed effective 
protection.....5 

In a recent article in Renaissance Quarterly, Cathy Santore 
detailed the lavish style in which one Venetian prostitute lived. 
Julia Lombardo's apartment had three richly furnished bedrooms, 
a reception room, a study, kitchen, and storage rooms where, 
according to Lombardo's own inventory, she stockpiled linen, rugs, 
clothing, shoes, gloves, stockings, purses, sleeves, and Sixty-four 
fine white camicie (camisoles).6 Other than her inventories, almost 
all we know about Julia Lombardo's short life is that in May 1522, 
in what appears to have been an attempted rape/robbery, she was 
brutally attacked by some neighborhood toughs in the entranceway 
to her apartment,7 and that by August 1542 she was dead.8 

As Paula Findlen has pointed out, there was a direct connection 
between the new technology of printing in the sixteenth century 
and the emergence of a popular market and demand for porno
graphic books and prints.9 Fifteenth-century humanists had circu
lated pornographic texts (mostly poems and jokes) in manuscript 
but the clientele for such goods was strictly elite and Latin-reading. 
In Findlen's words, print technology "effectively publicized a pre
viously extant erotic culture and commodified it."lo Between 1524 
and 1534, an unknown writer named Pietro Aretino vaulted to 
celebrity when he published three pornographic best-sellers in Ven
ice. His Sonnetti lussuriosi were published in 1534 with a set of 
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engravings by Marcantonio Raimondi illustrating sixteen positions 
for sexual intercourse under the title I modi seidici,11 a title Veron
ica Franco would allude to provocatively in the opening poem to 
her first book; his second book was a work he called La cortigiana; 
and his third, entitled Ragionamenti (in dialogue form) features an 
experienced prostitute who imparts the tricks of the trade to her 
daughter. Aretino came from dirt poverty in Arezzo, had found 
employment at the court of Pope Leo X in Rome, and had fled to 
the free city of Venice after the sack of Rome in 1527. A key figure 
in the lives of two of the three women who are the subjects of this 
paper, Aretino had a house in the slums of the Rialto and enter
tained (it was said) both princes and street people. 

Costume books of the period make it clear that in practice there 
was little if any distinction between the dress of noblewomen and 
prostitutes or courtesans,12 and despite the Venetian Senate's 
repeated attempts to legislate difference through sumptuary laws 
that made it unlawful for courtesans to wear silk and jewels, these 
laws were for the most part ignored. The practice of supporting a 
mistress was common enough among the patrician rank in Venice 
that the men charged with the enforcement of the laws restricting 
the display of lUXury wear were often their girlfriends' dealers. 
Marco Venier, for example, who supplied Veronica Franco with lux
ury goods, was appointed a provedditor alIa sanita (an officer of 
the Health Department) in Venice in 1578. A woman interlocutor 
in Moderata Fonte's dialogue The Worth of Women (ll merito delle 
donne, ca. 1592) complained that many Venetian husbands 
brought their "concubines" home and expected their wives to pro
vide for them. 13 

Between 1542 and 1582, the Venetian Senate passed a series of 
laws designed to shore up the institution of marriage against its per
ceived erosion from the practice of concubinage among the nobil
ity. In a law passed in 1543, Venetian citizens were prohibited from 
interceding in a court of law on behalf of a prostitute or courtesan 
under the penalty of a heavy fine or two years' banishment. The law 
read as follows: 

In view of the many advantages enjoyed by such persons of a low and 
abject order ... none of our noblemen or anyone else of whatever order 
may personally or by proxy or at the behest of others plead or intercede 
on behalf of any infamous person (persone in!ame), and person having 
been brought to court by the aforementioned Office of Public Health, 
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under penalty of fine of one hundred ducats and two years banishment 
from our Supreme Council; if not a nobleman the same two years' ban
ishment from Venice and from the district [will be enforced].14 

Venetian law made no distinction between the courtesan (cortig
iana) and the prostitute (meretrice). In statutes passed in 1571, 
1582, and 1613, prostitutes and courtesans (the law read cortesane 
over meretrice, meretrice over cortesane) were forbidden by law to 
enter churches on feast days; and in 1561 prostitutes were forbid
den to wear silk, jewels, gold, silver, or costume jewelry. 

In 1542 the Venetian Senate passed the follOwing law: 

Prostitutes are to be considered those women who, while unmarried 
have commerce and intercourse (commercio et practica) with one or 
more men, Furthermore, prostitutes are to be considered those women 
who while married do not live under one roofwith their husbands but 
live apart from them and have intercourse (commercio et practica) with 
one or more men. 15 

Thus any woman who had sex with a man outside marriage and 
who accepted gifts, support, or favors from that man was legally 
defined as a prostitute; the law made no distinction between the 
"high-class" madam with a house and servants, and the destitute 
prostitute living in the Castellato (the red-light district near the 
Rialto). Nor would this legal definition blurring all distinctions 
among single women who had male protectors vary for the rest of 
the century.16 Still, as Patricia Labalme has pointed out, the laws 
against prostitutes and prostitution were mild in comparison to 
those meted out for male/male sodomy in early modern Italy, 
whose punishment mandated the amputation of cheeks, tongue, 
hands, or nose, branding, or galley service.17 The important role 
played by the institutionalization of prostitution is clear in a society, 
in which, as Virginia Cox has noted, money was tied to landed 
estates and dowries were increasingly inflated with the result that 
a full 51 percent of males from patrician families in sixteenth-cen
tury Venice did not marry. IS 

Although the rules for acceptable behavior were clearly gen
dered, certainly the fame-driven male courtier/writer and the 
"infamous" courtesan poet shared the same goals and adopted sim
ilar means to attain those goals: self-improvement via education; 
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the application of convention as a means to an alternate culture; 
dependence on a system of protection and clientage; performative 
strategies that included the adaptation both of the dress and the 
linguistic affectations of men and women of wealth as a means of 
moving up and out of the lowest order of society. But between attri
butions of celebrity and notoriety, fame and infamy, there was 
always tension and slippage. 

Ann lones, Fiora Bassanese, and Tita Rosenthal all have empha
sized the importance of the ridotto (salon) in sixteenth-century 
Italy as the cultural space where women writers and nonelite males 
could hear and be heard. 19 A "teatro della pubblica concurrenza" [a 
theater for public discourse], as Veronica Franco called the literary 
evenings she held in her home, the city salon was an intimate 
forum where writers, editors, publishers, and patrons with an inter
est in the arts could network; where editors from the great city 
presses scouted for new talent, some making women authors their 
particular quarry. It was a performance space for the auditioning of 
new work, and the writings that grew out of the salon were mimetic 
of its social games: the improvisational theater of the salon pro
duced (and was in turn produced by) the two most popular forms 
of the Cinquecento: the dialogue and the sonnet. Salon writing 
seemed, as Erica Harth has said of the phenomenon in seven
teenth-century France, to "glide imperceptibly into literary produc
tion. "20 Whatever else it did, the salon facilitated group writing: 
nothing typifies the publishing boom of the 1540s through the 
1560s more than the numerous antholOgies of poetry that were 
successfully marketed in those years. Habermas and the French 
historians (Dena Goodman, Daniel Gordon, Keith Baker, and oth
ers) who followed him had defined the seventeenth- and eigh
teenth-century salons as urban spaces that straddled both public 
and private domains, and that produced centers of culture inde
pendent of, and potentially in opposition to, court and church.21 

The Italian ridotti of the sixteenth century were this and more. 
While the Renaissance salons were places where males and 
females could meet and converse, they were, as Claude Dulong has 
stressed in Duby and Perrol's A History ofWomen, schools for both 
men and women.22 

Let us now consider the lives and self-portayals of three woman 
writers who participated actively in the Sixteenth-century ridotti 
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and also the urban connections that helped get their work into 
print. 

TULLIA D'ARAGONA (1510-56) 

Tullia d'Aragona was the daughter of a courtesan from Ferrara, 
Giulia Campana, who was living in Rome at the time of Tullia's 
birth in 1510. Nothing is known of her father except his name: Cos
tanzo Palmieri d'Aragona. She grew up in the Sienese ridotti until 
she and her mother moved back to Rome. There they were mem
bers of a literary circle that included a number of well-known poets, 
scholars, and editors. 

In 1531, four years after the sack of Rome, Tullia d'Aragona and 
her mother took a house in Adria, a small town near Ferrara. They 
spent 1535 in Venice, where the doyen of the new popular writers, 
Pietro Aretino, and his salon would soon dismiss Aragona's literary 
success as signaling the decadent mistaking of sensation for true 
talent in a celebrity-mad age. "Her shamelessness [itself]," Aretino 
commented dryly, "is to be envied by the most respectable and for
tunate women."23 When Aragona and her mother moved back to 
Ferrara, she had her first big break. She joined the literary coterie 
of Girolamo Muzio, a courtier whose patron was the duke of Fer
rara. It was through Muzio, at first her lover and later her longtime 
friend and patron, that she met members of the Ferrarese-Floren
tine literary axis, the men who would later promote her rise to liter
ary stardom. 

Sperone Speroni, whom she had met in Venice, made an over
night celebrity of Aragona by featuring her as the spirited and clever 
courtesan in his Dialogue on Love (Dialogo d'amore). In 1543 she 
moved to Siena and married, undoubtedly in a move to rehabilitate 
her reputation. When the marriage failed, she found a new friend 
and protector in the prominent Florentine scholar, writer, and 
teacher Benedetto Varchi, who had been notoriously implicated in 
a series of scandals involving young boys; it was alleged that he was 
sexually molesting the boys he taught.24 Varchi and Aragonajointly 
hosted a salon that they thought of as their "academy," which was 
successful until 1547, when Tullia was publicly denounced for not 
wearing the prostitutes' yellow veil. She moved to Florence, where 
the authorities again ordered her to wear the hated veil. Varchi 
interceded for her with the duke of Florence, Cosimo II de' Medici, 
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who ruled that she should not be required to wear the veil since 
she was a poet by profession. 

On the heels of this scandal and certainly seizing on Aragona's 
notoriety, Gabriel Giolito, the most successful commercial publish
ing business in Venice and a press well known for its interest in 
women's writing, in 1547 offered her a contract for her first book 
of collected poems. That year Giolito published both her book of 
sonnets and her dialogue On the Infinity of Love, edited by her 
friend Muzio. Both books were instant successes: her collected 
poems were reprinted three times, in 1549, 1557, and 1560; the 
dialogue was reissued in four printings, in 1547, 1549, 1552, and 
1560. It has been frequently noted that Aragona's motive for pub
lishing her work was to clear her name and establish her reputation 
as a woman of letters. The timing and circumstances of the publi
cation of both her lyric opus and her symposial dialogue and their 
enormous popularity make it clear, on the other hand, that Giolito's 
decision was a matter of good business: sensation sold books. 

As Janet Smarr has recently shown, Aragona's self-fashioning in 
her Dialogue has to be read as a recuperation of her public image 
in response to Sperone Speroni's cartoonish portrait of her in his 
Dialogue on Love (published in Venice in 1542),25 where Aragona 
is drawn as a smart courtesan whose main function is to facilitate 
male discourse.26 Speroni casts Tullia and her lover Bernardo Tasso 
in stereotypical female and male roles: Tullia as woman espouses 
the view oflove as a purely carnal force devoid of reason; Tasso, her 
male counterpart, insists on the divine, transcendent nature of 
love. As Smarr has argued, in Speroni's hands Tullia is a misfit 
among philosophers; her conversation is banal, and her literary ref
erences limited to Petrarch's love lyrics.27 Aragona portrays herself 
very differently in her own dialogue. She nowhere presents herself 
as a courtesan, but instead projects herself as the leader and center 
of an intellectual salon held in her own house where she herself 
choreoraphs the discourse. Smarr has stressed the reciprocity of 
Tullia's exchange with her co-interlocutor, Benedetto VarchL At 
times she leads him in a manner frankly mimetic of Plato's Dio
tima, Socrates' teacher in the Symposium; at other times she lets 
him lead. Aragona's dialogue is structured like a seduction in which 
each speaker attempts to break through the other's armor, their 
exchange resembling a game where simulations of pursuit and con
quest, negotiation and surrender dictate the moves. In any case, a 
dialogue covering such topics as homosexual versus heterosexual 
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love, between an arraigned courtesan (especially one who goes to 
court to protest being called that name) and an alleged sodomist
between friends whose relationship was at least presumed to have 
a sexual component-would be especially open to double entendre. 

Aragona's dialogue stands out as different in many ways from her 
male contemporaries' treatment of the genre. First, she seized 
upon what Virginia Cox has called the chief function of sixteenth
century dialogue: portraiture, either of an individual or a groUp.28 
Aragona's originality lies in her decision not to train her painterly 
eye on her characters as isolated figures but on the relationship 
between characters and its evolving dynamic. Absent in Aragona's 
work are the lengthy, set didactic speeches exemplified in the dia
logues of Ficino, Castiglione, and Bembo. Instead her dialogue con
sists of a series of short exchanges, often one-liners. Humor, jibes, 
wordplay, sarcasm, and insults serve as the scaffolding for serious 
discourse. Capturing the mingling of anger, jealousy, and admira
tion that keep lovers from being able to understand one another 
even when their words are plain enough, her dialogue is filled with 
references to Plato, Aristotle, and the philosophical dialogues of her 
contemporaries. In Aragona's dialogue, the object ofthe gaze is not 
only the female body but also the mind in its interplay with other 
minds. 29 

Among her fifty-six sonnets, only two of them are addressed to 
men whom her biographers have believed were lovers, Piero 
Manelli and Girolamo Muzio.30 But even in these poems, the love 
object is always linked with-in what Ann Jones has called "the 
erotics offame"-the hope of celebrity. Jones has noted the striking 
interactivity and collective nature of Aragona's sonnets, which were 
originally set up in pairs so that each pair represented a statement 
and response between herself and a friend. 31 Her nineteenth-cen
tury editors removed this framework, lifting her male correspon
dents out of their paired contexts and placing them in a separate 
section of the book, leaving a strange collection of lyrics without 
addressees, without those social relations that were fundamental to 
all of her poetry which is as dialogic as her dialogue and as much a 
portrait of urban social relations. 

In 1548, for reasons unknown to us, the thirty-eight-year-old 
Aragona walked away from her literary friends, patrons, and sup
porters in Florence, Venice, and Ferrara and returned to Rome, the 
city of her youth. There the Roman Inquisition and the new reli
gious conservatism deprived her of the literary friendships and 
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sense of collegiality she had enjoyed in Florence. Isolated from her 
intellectual peers after her return to Rome, Aragona saw no further 
works of hers go to press while she lived. Nonetheless, before her 
death in that city in 1556, at the age of forty-six, she did write one 
last major poem, which was certainly the most ambitious of her 
works: her Il Meschino detto il Guerrino, a chivalric poem of thirty
six cantos in octaves.32 The work was published posthumously in 
1560, though not by Gabriel Giolito, the press with which she had 
been associated for a decade, but by his Venetian rival Sessa. 

GASPARA STAMPA (1523-54) 

Gaspara Stampa was born in Padua in 1523.33 Her father Barto
lomeo Stampa, ajeweler, died in 1530, leaving her mother Cecilia 
a widow with two young daughters and a son to support. In 1531, 
Cecilia and her three children moved back to Venice, where she 
had family. While the three children took music lessons and stud
ied history and literature with their tutors, Cecilia made the family 
home a salon where artists, scholars, and musicians met and gave 
performances and readings of their works. The sisters Gaspara and 
Cassandra were celebrated for their musical talent and their edu
cation in the classics.34 Their brother Baldassare, who was a stu
dent at the University of Padua and a promising poet, died 
prematurely in 1544. 

Stampa entered the Venetian salons around 1545, at a time 
when the publisher Giolito and his agents, Lodovico Domenichi 
and Lodovico Dolce, were looking for new women writers for their 
lists. Thirteen years younger than Aragona, Stampa included 
among her friends Aragona's longtime associates Speroni and Var
chi. Frequent guests at the Stampa salon included the organist of 
San Marco and poet Girolamo Parabosco, the acclaimed singer and 
composer Perissone Cambio,35 the widely anthologized female poet 
Ippolita Mirtilla,36 and Giovanni della Casa, the papal deputy 
charged with the implementation of the Roman Inquisition in Ven
ice. A member of two exclusive literary academies in Venice, the 
Accademia dei Dubbiosi and the Accademia Pellegrini, Stampa reg
ularly attended Domenico Venier's salon, the most exclusive and 
talked-about literary coterie in the city and the salon that Veronica 
Franco would later make the principal stage for her own perform
ances. 
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It was in December 1548 that Stampa met the man to whom she 
would address virtually all her love poems, Collaltino di Collalto, a 
nobleman and a soldier from the Friuli. She was then at the height 
of her career as a singer and writer, and he was equally entrenched 
in the literary scene; among his close friends were Lodovico 
Domenichi, Girolamo Muzio, and Pietro Aretino. His secretary was 
Giuseppe Betucci, the already acclaimed author of the popular 
erotic dialogue Il Raverta. In the summer of 1549, Stampa sent 
him a hundred of her love poems (Rime) with a dedicatory letter 
accompanying the work. From these poems, it appears that after 
a short period of physical intimacy, Collaltino left Italy to join the 
entourage of King Henry 11 in France. Though he was known to 
have been a generous patron of poetry and the arts,37 Collaltino 
appears not to have responded to Stampa's poetic offering either 
with a gift or letter of encouragement.38 

Despite her upper-middle-class origins and the chaste praise 
bestowed on her by the august Girolamo Parabosco, Stampa's 
poems portray a hot, Catullan-style love affair that flared briefly and 
left her obsessed and distraught. Thus the critical tradition sur
rounding her work has been fraught with controversy. Reading her 
poetry practically as unmediated autobiography, Abdelkader Salza 
published a monograph in 1913 in which he argued that Stampa 
was not the innocent young girl she represented herself as being; 
she belonged, he wrote, to that "unique caste of Renaissance 
women: the courtesan."39 In addition to her poetry, he cited as evi
dence for his "discovery": a letter sent to Stampa by a Milanese 
nun cautioning her to protect her virtue; a slur cast on her reputa
tion by Sperone Speroni; and the indication in her poems that she 
had had more than one lover. With no further evidence than Sal
za's, Rita Casagrande di Villaviera, Pierre Larivaille, and Lynn Law
ner assumed they should treat Stampa's poetry in the context of 
Renaissance"courtesanship. "40 

Recent critics like Fiora Bassanese have taken Salza and his fol
lowers to task for focusing on the poet's sexuality instead of her 
work and warned against reading her lyrics to adduce "facts" about 
her life.41 While Bassanese has stressed the Petrarchan aspects of 
Stampa's work, Ann Jones has called attention to the even stronger 
impact of the Roman elegiac poets on her writing. Stampa fashions 
herself uniformly throughout her 311 poems as a female Catullus, 
Propertius, or Ovid. Their themes are hers, specifically: her dual 
identity as a lover and a poet in search of fame; her awareness of 
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the inextricable connection between the poet's penna (pen) and 
her pena (pain); her recognition, that is, that her inspiration as a 
writer springs from her suffering in love; the notion of love as a 
pathology that has, like an illness, its own historiography; her non
Petrarchan emphasis on the physical body and its circuitry of tor
ments and pleasures; and lastly the self-reflexivity of the poet-lover 
who-Narcissus-like-obsessively seeks visual as well as literary 
refractions of her image. In poem 56, Stampa seeks an artist who 
will paint her portrait as a diptych: on the left side of the canvas 
she, like a ship in a storm, will be painted as lost and without her 
moorings; on the right side, she will stand at her lover's side, at 
least feigning triumph and confidence: 

Ed avertite che sia '1 mio sembiante 
da la parte sinistra aftlitto e mesto, 
e da la destra allegro e trionfante: 

il mio stato felice vuol dir questo, 
or che mi trovo il mio signor davante; 
quello, il timor che sara d'altra presto. 

[And then observe that on the left-hand side I My countenance is always 
sad and woeful, I But on the right is joyful and triumphant. My happy 
side has only one meaning: I That I am standing close beside my lord; I 
the other shows this: the fear that he will soon be another's. 9-14]42 

In her role as a pastoral poet, Stampa in some poems calls herself 
Anaxilla. 43 But that name is her city academy pseudonym for her 
participation in a pastoral mode already fully inscribed in city lyric 
from Theocritus to Sannazzaro. So it is a hyper-urbanized pastoral
ity that Stampa presents, even when the scene she paints is a deso
late hill or riverbank. In contrast to Aragona who, as Ann Jones has 
shown, portrays herself as always embedded in the urban coteries 
of Ferrara, Siena, and Florence, Stampa maintains more distance; 
her connection to the city scene is through her mastery of the 
urban lyric tradition-one that incorporates pastoral codes as 
welL44 

By 1552, Stampa's long affair with Collaltino was over.45 She may 
have come under the protection of the Venetian nobleman Bartolo
meo Zen, but little is known about their association. In April 1554, 
Stampa fell ill, and on the twenty-third of that month she died.46 
She was thirty-one. 

A year before her death, in 1553, three of her sonnets were pub
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lished in a prestigious anthology of new poets, printed by Giolito 
and edited by Lodovico Domenichi, Il sesto libro delle rime di 
diversi eccellenti autori (The Sixth Book of Poems by Various 
Excellent Authors),47 When Stampa died the year after the new 
anthology came out, her sister Cassandra, acting as her editor and 
executor, offered the Venetian press Pietrasanta the exclusive 
rights to publish her complete poetic oeuvre. From Cassandra's 
point of view, Gaspara's premature death provided her with a 
unique opportunity to memorialize her sister's poetic genius and 
enshrine her fame for posterity. Acting on quite different princi
ples, Pietrasanta was only too happy to publish the dead woman's 
work. In 1554, just months after Gaspara died, and surely 
prompted by morbid rumors hinting at a connection between her 
sudden death and her scandalous affair, Pietrasanta rushed to 
print an edition of all 311 of her Rime.48 In the interlocking worlds 
of the Venetian ridotti and the new presses, as we noted before, 
celebrity and scandal were never far apart. In 1559, Domenichi 
again featured several of Stampa's poems in his groundbreaking 
anthology of fifty-three women poets, the first Italian collection of 
women writers only.49 

VERONICA FRANCO (1546-91) 

Veronica Franco was born into a family of the citizen rank in 
1546, a year after the opening of the Council of Trent. She was two 
the year Aragona died and eight when Stampa was buried. Some 
evidence suggests that Franco's mother was also a prostitute, 50 

though little else is known about her family or her early life. By 
1564, when she wrote her first will, she had left her husband Paolo 
Panizza and was pregnant with her first child by another man; she 
subsequently gave birth to five children, three of whom died in 
infancy. Two catastrophic events in the city of Venice made the cir
cumstances of Franco's life very different from those of Aragona 
and Stampa: the heresy trials of the 1560s and 1570s in Venice51 

and the plague of 1575-77. 
Franco's career flourished from around 1565 to 1575 when she 

was a leading member of Domenico Venier's salon, the most impor
tant literary circle of its era.52 Venier had played the role of patron 
and mentor not only to Tullia d'Aragona and Gaspara Stampa but 
to two patrician women whose conduct was above reproach, the 
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writer Moderata Fonte and the painter and poet Irene di Spilimb
ergo.53 Franco's Familiar Letters, written and collected during the 
1570s, advertised her style and intellectual credentials as well as 
her literary and social connections. 54 The work included a dedica
tory epistle to Cardinal LUigi d'Este and other letters to such promi
nent figures of the period as King Henry III of France, Duke 
Guglielmo Gonzaga of Mantua, her mentor Domenico Venier and 
the men of his circle, and the artist Tintoretto, who had painted 
her portrait.55 The state visit to Venice in July 1574 of the twenty
three-year-old Henry III of Valois en route from Poland to France, 
where he was to receive the French crown, occasioned ten days of 
pageantry in Venice, and the night he spent alone with Franco 
marked the apogee of her career. Her tryst with the king and the 
notoriety surrounding that event are represented in the two son
nets and dedicatory letter that she addressed to him in her Famil
iar Letters. 

Franco's representations of herself in her letters and poems dif
fer from those ofAragona and Stampa in their sheer variousness as 
well as in their articulation of themes not seen in any other wom
an's writing before her. The roles she casts herself in are character
istically active rather than stereotypically passive and female. She 
is not the abandoned woman who languishes at home, but rather 
the hunter of the man who has wronged her, whom she stalks 
through the city streets. At other times she is the seeker of violent 
revenge to be exacted with weapons and terror against him who has 
defamed her. Still elsewhere in her poetry, as Ann Rosalind Jones 
and Margaret Rosenthal have pointed out, she appropriates the 
voice not of the Roman elegiac poets who portray themselves as vic
tims of love, but of the tough, controlling mistresses that these 
poets characterize as their tormenters. 56 Often she casts herself not 
as a victim oflove but as an instructor in sexual technique. Finally, 
candidly fore grounding her own identity as a courtesan,57 she 
expresses solidarity with the misery of other women in the profes
sion. 

The landscape Franco paints is, above all, urban. In capitolo 20 
of her Terza rime, she portrays herself as an abandoned woman, 
love-crazed and Dido-like,58 who tracks her lover along the stone 
walls and balconied houses of Venice at night. She seeks him in the 
streets of the city, finding consolation in touching with her hands 
the stone facade of his house as she eyes his bedroom windows 
from the darkened street (15-20): 
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Vengo, da l'alma Citerea difesa, 
per veder e toccar almen le mura 

del traviato lontan vostro albergo, 
per disperazion fatta sicura. 

Per strado errando, gli occhi ai balconi ergo 
de la camera vostra ... 

[I come, protected by kind Cytherea, I to see and touch at least the 
walls I of your house, isolated and remote, Idrawing confidence from 
my desperation. !Wandering the street, I lift my eyes to your bedroom 
balconies ... J. 

Standing before the entrance to her lover's house and appropriating 
a motif standard in Roman elegy,59 she appeals to the barred doors of 
the house themselves, begs them to let her enter, and kisses the thresh
old in supplication (28~39). But the weapons of this urban female 
hunter are verbal daggers; she will trap her quarry by publishing the 
story of his cruelty in her poems, so that all Venice will read about it: 

Ben sapete, crudel, che'l mondo udrallo, 
e con mia dolce ed amara vendetta 
d'ogn'intorno la fama porterallo. 

(244-46) 

[Know well, cruel man, the world will hear of it, I and, along with my 
sweet and bitter revenge, I will carry the news of it to every place on 
earth.] 

Combining themes from Ovid's Amores 1.5 and 1.9, the poet is an 
urban fighter in the battle oflove in capitolo 13. Now that her lover 
has left her for another woman, she proposes that the city hotel and 
even the bed that was once the scene of their affair be the bloody 
war theater where the two of them may duel to the death, alone 
and "without seconds" (31-57; 79-81). 

In regard to the sonnets addressed to Henry III in the Familiar 
Letters commemorating the evening he spent with her during his 
state visit to Venice,GO Margaret Rosenthal has called attention to 
Franco's foregrounding of her literary side over her sexual persona. 
Sonnet 1 describes the Jupiter-like charge she experienced with 
Henry; his "ray of divine virtue" melted her "natural vigor" com
pletely: 

Benche si sconosciuto, anch'al mio core 
Tal raggio impresse del divin suo merto, 
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Ch'in me s'estinse nnatural vigore. 
(Familiar Letters 1.9-11) 

[Even so disguised, into my heart / he shone such a ray of his divine 
virtue / that my innate strength completely failed me.l 6 ) 

Rosenthal points out that Franco, following Ovid's rather than Boc
caccio's version of the tale of Jupiter's rape of Danae, is careful to 
avoid the explicitly sexual rendering of the act exemplified in 
Titian's painting Danae and the Shower ofGold (a work she clearly 
knew).62 I agree that Franco is, as usual, working off an Ovidian 
model. But in Ovid the story of Danae is always used as a goad to 
the male lover to engage in violent sex or to commit rape (Am ores 
2.19; Ars Amatoria 3). So I think the key that needs to be pressed 
here is the variety of tonalities Franco appropriates to articulate her 
sexual knowledge. Like her familiar letters, her poems are songs of 
experience: she is the instructor, the analyst presumed to know, 
and in that knowledge resides her potency, even in her relation to 
Henry Ill. The sonnets she sends him, as she fashions herself, are 
literary, yes, but they are all the more sexual for their intellectual 
dressing. 

Among the twenty-five poems (capitoli) in Franco's Terza Rime63 

is a dedicatory poem to Venier's nephew Marco Venier in which
unlike any other work of the period by a woman-Veronica fashions 
herself both as the cruel mistress of Roman elegy and as the profes
sor of erotics (praeceptrix amoris) of Ovid's Ars Amatoria, who 
gives explicit advice on the variety of sexual positions (modi) a 
woman should show her man (A. A. 3.787: mille modi veneris; 
771-72: modos a corpore certos sumite; a theme Aretino had taken 
up in his Ragionamenti, as we noted before). Important in love is a 
good technique, Franco tells Marco: 

Cosi dolce e gustevole divento, 
quando mi trovi con persona in letto, 
da cui amata e gradita mi sento, 

che quel mio piacer vince ogni diletto, 
si che quel, che strettissimo parea, 
nodo de l'altrui amor divien piu stretto. 

Febo, che serve a l'amorosa dea, 
e in dolce guiderdon da lei ottiene 
quel che va piu che l'esser dio il bea 

a rivelar nel mio pensier ne viene 
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quei modi che con lui Venere adopra, 
mentre in soavi abbracciamenti il tiene ... 

(Terza rime, cap. 2.154-65) 

[So sweet and delicious do I become, / when I am in bed with a man / 
who, I sense, loves and enjoys me, / that the pleasure I bring excels all 
delight, / so the knot of love, however tight / it seemed before, is tied 
tighter still. / Phoebus, who serves the goddess oflove, and obtains from 
her as a sweet reward / what blesses him far more than being a god / 
comes from her to reveal to my mind / the positions (quei modi) that 
Venus assumes with him / when she holds him in sweet embraces ... ].64 

In this and other poems Franco represents herself as the sea
soned woman-for-hire who will set the terms for every sexual 
encounter. Yet, shOwing a rare side of her public persona in her 
Lettere familiari-one in which she expresses solidarity and empa
thy with other women of her class-she writes to a mother and her 
daughter of the degradation of her profession. Assuming the role of 
the experienced older prostitute (she must have been in her thir
ties) in this published letter, she disabuses her friends of any illu
sions of glamour they might have attached to the life: 

This life always turns out to be a misery. It's a most wretched thing ... 
to subject one's body and labor to a slavery terrifying even to think of. 
To make oneself prey to so many men, at the risk of being stripped, 
robbed, even killed, so that one man, one day, may snatch away from 
you everything you've acquired from many over such a long time ... 
[To risk] so many other dangers of injury and dreadful contagious dis
eases; ... to move according to another's will, obviously rushing toward 
the shipwreck of your mind and body-what greater misery? (Familiar 
Letters, 1580)65 

The plague of 1575-77, in the course of which fifty-one thousand 
Venetians died (roughly a quarter of the population of the city) and 
shops, hotels, and businesses closed their doors, spelled the end 
of Franco's prosperity. Before the plague broke out, however, she 
managed in 1575 to publish semiprivately (no publisher is named 
in the edition) her Terza rime. The marketing bonanza for love lyr
ics (roughly 1548-60) had come and gone, and by the closing of 
the Tridentine Council in 1564, publishers were looking for litera
ture of a more serious sort. 

In October 1580, Franco was indicted for witchcraft and charged 
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with casting magical spells by the Inquisition. Though she was 
forced by law to act as her own attorney,66 through the intercession 
of her patron Domenico Venier, the charges against her were even
tually dropped.67 Neither the Inquisition nor her trial for heresy 
were able to prevent Franco from publishing and distributing in 
November 158068 her Lettere jamiliari, again privately and without 
the imprimatur of a licensed press. Two years following the trial, in 
1582, Venier died and after that year her fortunes declined. She 
moved from lodging to lodging, and tax records show that by 1583 
she was living in the parish of San Samuele, where the most desti
tute of Venetian prostitutes lived.69 By 1591 she was dead, at the 
age of forty-five. 

c;:fo> 

While Aragona, Stampa, and Franco each sold, in one way or 
another, highly sexualized images of themselves in exchange for 
short-lived celebrity, the self-portraits they produced suggest 
that-in terms of their erotic attachments, friendship networks, 
and social status- their lives were quite different from each other. 
Tullia d'Aragona, the Neoplatonic thinker70 and center of a Floren
tine literary salon, who only sometimes projects herself as the vic
tim of desire, represents a female self thoroughly enmeshed in an 
urban circle of male intellectual peers who were predominantly 
writers, educators, and philosophers rather than nobles or men of 
great wealth. 71 A female writer even better connected to major 
urban literary networks in northern Italy, Gaspara Stampa, who 
participated regularly in two exclusive Venetian literary academies, 
appears not to have fit the legal definition of a courtesan.72 Fashion
ing herself sometimes as an urban singer of Catullan elegy and at 
other times as an exile from the city, Stampa paints herself as lan
guishing throughout some three hundred poems for the love of one 
man. Bearing little similarity to Aragona or Stampa, Veronica 
Franco crafts a literary mask for herself at times as extreme as Are
tino's cortigiana: the shrewd instructor in sexual technique, the 
erotic entrepreneur who is demanding and dangerous; a prostitute
poet who sleeps with kings and men as rich as Croesus. Certainly 
sexual scandal was the engine that drove the publication of Arago
na's works. In the case of Stamp a, only three of whose sonnets had 
been published before she died, surely rumors about her sexual 
indiscretion compounded by the notoriety of her death at thirty
one played a role in the prominent publisher Pietrasanta's decision 
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to rush her complete works to press. For Franco, whose writing 
aimed to titillate and for whom an audience was guaranteed, the 
Tridentine Council and the heresy trials necessitated quasi-private 
publication and circulation of her works. 

In considering Aragona, Stampa, and Franco's importance to the 
literary history of early modern Europe, one could argue that the 
ways in which they resemble one another overshadow their differ
ences. For, in the case of these three poets and many other six
teenth-century women writers, the commodification of female 
bodies in print-in the apparatus of the mass-produced book-was 
the common spur to the entrance of women into the literary and 
cultural scene of early modern Venice. Moreover, the entrance of 
women into the social world of the ridotto, where a new species of 
urban SOciability dependent on print culture was emerging. was the 
common denominator between published women writers and the 
celebrity they enjoyed. All three women in this study had mothers 
who introduced their daughters to salon SOciability and who had 
themselves been active in the ridotti of their cities. And in the case 
of all three women, social, intellectual, and, perhaps less impor
tantly, sexual connections with literary men, writers, editors, and 
publishers made it possible for them to network their way into the 
world of publishing. Previous scholars have stressed theinadmissa
bility of respectable women into social situations outside the famil
ial home in early modern Venice; but indeed it was the introduction 
of intellectual women, both prostitutes and respected matrons, into 
the ridotti and drawing rooms where male literati gathered that 
brought women writers into the very social world of urban pub
lishing. 
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